COUNCIL WILL SPONSOR VIETNAM HEARING AT BELLEVUE-STRATFORD

An all day Philadelphia hearing on Vietnam will take place from 9 until 5 on Oct. 23 in the Burgundy Room of the Bellevue-Stratford Hotel. Definite time and place were announced last night at a meeting in College Hall of the Pennsylvania Universities Council on Problems of War and Peace. The Council is sponsoring the all day hearing so that people in various groups can form the Philadelphia area.

In the morning hearing will feature the former ambassador to the U.S., William B. Lacy, as well as Tran Van Dinh, and experts on the war in Vietnam, and in the afternoon new developments in policies in the war in Vietnam will be presented. The day will be an opportunity for comment and questions from the floor throughout the day.

The Council is composed of faculty and student opinion from area colleges.

(Continued on page 2)

C.A. ANNOUNCES PLANS FOR THIRTEEN PROJECTS

By RICHARD SHAPIRO

The inaugural publication of two new periodicals will highlight a list of thirteen new projects undertaken by the Christian Association for the 1965-66 year. C.A., Acting Director Reverend Richard Fernandez, announced last Friday, September 28, that Reverend Robert Chapman, a CA minister, is also a director of the campus NAACP.

The CA has recently undertaken three new programs in the field of community involvement. Reverend Fernandez described these new programs as: "Colloquy," a monthly journal, "expresses the concerns, life, and thought of the Christian Association," Rev. Fernandez said.

"Advocate" to be a tri-weekly student-edited magazine for the presentation of independent faculty and student opinion on social issues.

Demonstrates Concern

"The Christian Associations needs to find new ways to effectively proclaim and demonstrate its concern for the world." Reverend Fernandez added.

Although the Christian Association primarily aims at "inducing" Christian students, the C.A., director said that it "seeks to provide occasions where various ideologies and points of view can be presented and exchanged." He continued that "politics as it exists today, like the Student Peace Union, Young Americans for Freedom, and the NAACP, are afforded free use of C.A. meeting rooms so long as that is not in conflict with the Association's activities.

Although the CA does not sponsor groups like the NAACP, Reverend Fernandez said that any one of the CA's constitu-

KITE AND KEY SOCIETY HOLDS PRESIDENTS' DAY

The Deans of the University's nine undergraduate schools will present the annual Kite and Key Society during the third annual President's Day to-morrow.

The Deans who will be honored are: Dr. George L. Edgin, School of Arts and Sciences; Dr. Willis Wise, Wharton School of Finance and Commerce; and Dr. Helen Yeh, Towne School of Civil and Mechanical Engineering.

The ceremony will begin at 11 a.m. Saturday on the steps of the Charles Patterson Van Pelt Library. Dr. Gaylord Harwood, president of the University, and Dr. David Goddard, University provost will speak.

Purchasing Procedures

Herszog plans to stem improper purchasing procedures through such measures as a monthly or bi-monthly activities treasurer report. Keyes stated, "Hastiness of improper purchasing procedures are hardly happening at all, except in the field of printing, and there is a vast improvement over former years."

Clappier maintained that the "present financial situation of the activities is in good shape, but it is essential now to strengthen the position by effective communication through MSG to the activities."

Toam Lang, President of MSG, said, "The past activities have been lax in following their budget.

DAVID HERZOG

WSP Treasurer

and in their purchasing procedures. Hereafter there will be tighter control on their allocations and purchases." Herzog, who claims the backing of Clappier, will initiate his program with a mandatory meeting for all presidents or treasurers of student activities on Tuesday, Oct. 5, at 11:00 a.m.

In a memorandum to all campus activities, Herzog wrote, (Continued on page 2)

TEN CENTS

Fighting the Forces

NORMAN THOMAS, who rose from settlement-house social worker to six-time candidate for the presidency of the United States, is expected to blast military conscription in a lecture here tonight.

Thomas will speak on "Conscription" at 8 p.m., in Room A-1 of the David Rittenhouse Laboratories. His talk is sponsored by the recently formed University Committee on Problems of War and Peace.

Special Emphasis

The veteran Socialist leader will deal especially with the plight of an individual forced to go by government policies he believes are immoral.

Thomas will again appear at the University on Nov. 6, when he is scheduled to speak at a po-

(Continued on page 11)
Seven secular faith seminars will dwell on "art forms and theological studies", he said. "We need a secular context for contemporary faith." Seminar on social change was referred to as "the new technology in the international arena of ideologies." Rev. Kernoff added.

"Press and Change in Inter-Cultural Communication" was the topic in a series of faculty-led colloquia in an effort to make their significance and granularity clearer to self.

An inter-campus group of University and Havard-College students will meet for dialogue on literature, daily and authority at Denlish Conference Center, Radnor, Pa., on October 3, 20 and November 21 from 1 to 3 p.m. through.

Corporate Life

A new pre-marriage group will examine students that the family with C.A. staff and members of the University with a mission.

The Christian Association is staffed with two people for local churches. The Reverend Frederick Lassiter. The person who represents the Department and the Reverend Robert Chapman comes to the Association from St. Mary's Episcopal Church, 36th Street and Chestnut.

The Reverend William Herder leads the Campus Lutheran Church, 36th Street and Locust Walk. The Reverend David Neyman represents the Asbury United Methodist Church, 40th and Chestnut Street.

The Reverend Clifford Lyons leads the Campus Lutheran Church, 36th Street and Locust Walk. The Reverend David Neyman represents the Asbury United Methodist Church, 40th and Chestnut Street.

MSG To Control Funds

(Continued from page 1)

"Many of the financial difficulties of activities stem from haphazard or total lack of control over expenditures. The treasurer of MSG and WSGA have carefully constructed a system of control over activities" expenditures and funds, he said. "All purchases for any financial policy," later, he noted, "will be announced.

He also pointed out that, although it is important to detail appropriately for the various room functions, "it is you, and not your wardrobe which is rushing."" Contractors seem to go under the week-end crew, manager. Contact Ed Weinberg, EV 2-6086.

FRIARS-Friars meeting Tuesday, 9:15 p.m. - at Sigma Kappa, 36th Locust Walk.

FRESHMAN SOCIETY-All freshmen who wish to play football against freshman team for Miss颠并入 flavo in front of McClelland Hall will come to the meeting on the Hill Spectacle, tonight, at 7:30 p.m.

HILLEL-Friday evening service for the benefit of "the poor." We shall assert our obvious superiority in a powderpuff football game. That fateful day, on October 3, at 3 p.m. at Franklin Field, we shall emerge triumphant after sleepless hours by soundless victories at last."

Robert Clappier

ASSOCIATION OF MANAGEMENT STUDENTS Independent of the class of 68. We shall assert our obvious superiority in a powderpuff football game. That fateful day, on October 3, at 3 p.m. at Franklin Field, we shall emerge triumphant after sleepless hours by soundless victories at last."

Robert Clappier

(Continued from page 2)

PENN MIKE CLUB-Meeting at 7:00 p.m. in McClelland Hall.
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Women's Rights

**COEDS Map Strategy**

Last week this newspaper published an account of a new organization established to promote equal rights to women. Before it can do so, however, it must first achieve recognition by the national bodies of the Women's Student Government. The Women's Student Government has overstepped its legitimate authority in its peremptory assumption of continuing powers over the finances of all student organizations, and it has not been able to provide the leadership that MSG needs to organize itself effectively.

The Executive Council of COEDS has decided that it is in the best interest of the organization to delay its proposed reorganization until the new MSG has been elected. This is a sensible decision, and COEDS should be commended for it.

**COEDS Outlines Program for Equality**

Debunk Myths

COEDS leaders are determined to educate the public about the issues of gender equality. They will do this through a series of events, including debates, forums, and workshops. The aim is to increase awareness and promote discussion among students and faculty.

**Unfinished Business**

As Miss Shafran stated: "We want to complete the unfinished business left to us by our grandmothers." To develop this spirit and to symbolize the unity of all women throughout the world, COEDS has adopted as its motto the phrase, "Let's talk about what we think of heart: Liberty, Equality, Maternity.

**Letters To The Editor**

*The Daily Pennsylvania*

From the dark abyss of ignorance, Bertrin Hochfeld's voice has once more been heard (D.P. Sept. 22). The persistence of people who are in possession of second-hand half truths to write such didactic "editorials" again disturbs us Lindsay partisan.

Hochfeld's article is replete with specious argument, as there is no issue of boast in New York's Republican ranks (the theses of Rockefeller as a political force is an amusing concept, however). As concerns his "students" work," Lindsay has many times met with school groups below voting age for the express purpose of instructing in the non-partisan methods of the democratic process. One of our number perverted by the nefarious influences and achieved their ends, and have made their contribution to the social and cultural issues of today.

Instead, COEDS plans to increase and consolidate its influence, and through the membership drives to be conducted on major and local campuses. Particular attention will be focused on the Seven Sisters and other Eastern schools, where the feminist movement has existed since the last century.

**Sunday at the Houses**

Fraternity open houses begin this Sunday, and last year's percentages are significant. freshmen will be investigating the Greek letter houses in large numbers, and some sixty per cent of them will pledge.

The increasing interest in fraternities is recent freshman classes surprised many who expected a changing orientation, away from the anti and parochial interests and toward a greater commitment to things intellectual. There is reason to believe that, to a large extent, this phenomenon may have resulted from the growing interest in the fraternity as a place to belong.

The fraternities at Berkeley are thriving. Social identification is a genuine need of the individual, and especially understandable in a situation of exposure to an unfamiliar and perhaps inhospitable environment. While the fraternities may thus derive a temporary benefit from the expansion of the University, it is incumbent upon us as well as upon the fraternities to avoid the unfortunate consequences of poorly thought-out commitments. Affiliation with a fraternity is a step forward in the student's career, and should be undertaken only after full and proportionate deliberation.
Cinema Roundup

ARCADIA - "Darling," stars Laurence Harvey, Dick Bogarde and Julie Christie is a story about a girl who becomes a prisoner of the jet-set world she has married.***

BOYD - "Mediterranean Holiday," You October 10th, with both Hart Rice and sea maidens to the Mediterranean Sea. The film was shot in Cinemascope.***

BOYD - "Once A Thief," Alain delon, Alain Delon, and José Greco.***

COLDMAN - "Ship of Fools," doyen version of the Katherine Porter novel, Film stars John Ogden, Simone Signoret, fascer Ferrer, Lee Marvin, Os-

COLDMAN - "Romeo and Juliet," stars James Bond type of thriller to open on October 10th.***

LAME - "The Four Comedians," told Steiger stars as a pawn-

MIDTOWN - "The Sound of Strings," stars Dorothy Tut-

RANDOLPH - "Topkap" and "Never on Sunday," Release of the Jules Dassin picture, Star-

STANLEY - "My Fair Lady," doyen version, the Broadway- lit stars Audrey Hepburn and actress academy award winner, Rex Har-son.***

TRANS-LUX - "Those Magnificent Men in Their Flying Ma-
hines," or: How I Flew From Jeddah to Paris in 25 Hours and 1 Minute," Film stars Stuart Whitman, Sarah Miles, Gert Frobe, Tommy Devito, Robert Morley.***

TUBURY - "Bombeck," initial of Robert Mitchum, who writes, Mut- f vignettes stars Gina Lollo-

UNIONS STRANGE THEATER

The economic realities of Broadway are so such that it takes five musicians to put on a straight play, the orchestra cannot move without a prop man and cannot touch a wire. Of course, the prop man was not allowed to remove an electric scooter. Normally, it should have taken 30 seconds and the lag in action could have been deadly.

Today, it costs ten times as much to put on a play as it did thirty years ago. Discounting the standard of living and inflation, the spiraling cost of play production can only be attributed to the unions.

Mr. Black said that unions can take tremendous advantage of producers because the producer stands alone, unorganized, with no lobby in Washington.

David Black, producer of "The Impossible Years," told me that on opening night in Philadelpia a scene change took close to a minute because the prop man was not allowed to remove an electric scooter. Normally, it should have taken 30 seconds and the lag in action could have been deadly.

The blame does not belong entirely to the unions. Producers have done their part in stifling the theatre.

President Johnson has recently signed into law a bill that makes the Federal Government a multi-million dollar patron of the arts. Some 21 million dollars will be spent this year rep-

Future Plays

FOREST - "Xmas in Las Vegas," starring Tom Dwell, the Broadway-bound comedy was written by Jack Richardon and opens at the Forest October 8th.

LUCST - "The Porcelain Year," starring Bar-

SOCIETY HILL PLAYHOUSE - The playhouse begins its sixth season with LeRoi Jones' "butch-

NEENHORST PLAYHOUSE - "Tomatoes & Williamas. The Glass Menagerie" opens Octo-


coming to Academy

In the next two weeks the Academy of Music has scheduled vari-

Masically speaking the Phila-
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Dining and Entertainment Section

Tad's Steaks
1226 Market Street Philadelphia
Locust 8-3896
Sirloin Steak
Baked Idaho Potato Garlic French Roll
Chef Salad Bowl Roquefort Dressing
All for $1.29
Every day 11 a.m. till midnight incl. Sunday

Hillel
Reform Services
At 7:30 tonight and next Friday all interested are urged to attend
Hillel Foundation 202 S. 36th St.

Hillel Graduate Society
All grad students are cordially invited to attend a
GRAD MIXER
To be held Sun. Oct. 3 2-5 p.m. Hillel Foundation 202 S. 36th St.

Fonzo's
Italian Village
And
Florentine Cocktail Lounge
48th and Chestnut Streets
Continental Atmosphere — Memorable Dinners for your Pleasure, We Present Giuseppe Pago and his Accordion Every Friday, Saturday & Sunday
A Little Bit of Italy on the University Campus

Zavelle's
Has all that necessary for all occasions:
gifts
cards
school supplies
books
Come In And see our Selection
3409 Walnut St.

Continental Restaurant
40th and Irving Sts.
Best Buy This Side of River-
1/2 Pound Boneless Sirloin Steak
Tossed Salad, French Fries
$1.49
Known for 15 years of fine food served to University of Pennsylvanian students 15% Discount to Students.

How's Your Byrd, Charlie
Not to Mention Josh White
Friday Oct. 1 8:30 P.M.
Irvine Auditorium
Tickets at Houston Hall Info. Dest
And at the Box Office
Ivy League Governments To Confer

The Presidents of student government at the eight Ivy League schools will meet this weekend at the University to discuss tactics and machinery to achieve educational reform. Chip Black, MSG Vice President, and Jerry Blakely, Chairman of the Welfare Committee, will represent the University at the conference.

Dr. Harold Taylor, former President of Sarah Lawrence College and author of On Education and Freedom, is scheduled to speak Sunday afternoon on student action and American idealism in 1965.

The Ivy League Student Body Presidents' Conference, the first such meeting in recent memory, will be held October 2-3. It will be highlighted by a discussion, entitled "Tactics of Reform," in which Philip Sherburne, President of the National Student Association, will participate. Other members of the panel will include experts of the Berkeley upheaval and the Yale tenure problem.

Ivy Leadership

The Conference was prompted by a fear among student leaders in the Ivy League that their schools, traditionally the leaders in education, were falling behind in reform, especially in the area of student participation, according to its organizers.

The desire for cooperation and communication among these governments also provided an impetus for the Conference, the group said. In the past, the Ivy schools have cooperated significantly on all levels, with the exception of the student level. Consideration will be given to the formation of a permanent Ivy League student government association.

Meeting in conjunction will be the Women's College Conference, which will include the student government Presidents and newspaper editors of the Seven Sisters, Pembroke, Wheaton, etc.

SECOND ANNUAL WHARTON GRAD SCHOOL

PARTY - MIXER

TONITE 8—1
GRAND BALLROOM
SHERATON MOTOR INN
39 & Chestnut St.

FEATURING EXIMIOUS EMPERORS

COATS, TIES, DRESSES ETC.- TO BEGIN WITH AT AT LEAST DANCING AND REFRESHMENT OF ALL KINDS

HAPPINESS IS HEELING

BUB

Soph, & Jr. Transfers Sign Up
Today, Oct. 1. From 11-1
in BUB. 1st Floor.

Does this spot feel sticky?

NEITHER DOES OLD SPICE STICK DEODORANT

Dries as it applies... in seconds. And stays dry! Gives you fast... comfortable... dependable deodorant protection. Lasting protection you can trust. Try it. Old Spice Stick Deodorant for Men. 1.00 plus tax.

SHULTON

Parks anywhere

A Honda is a slim 24" at the widest point. This narrows down the hunt for a parking space considerably. Like jas outside of English Lit. Hondas fit into slim budgets too. Prices start about $215*. Gas goes farther, up to 200 mpg on some models. And cutting your wheels in half does jus about the same thing for insurance costs. Or more.

This is the sporty Super 99 with its distinguished T-bon frame. Tops 60 mph. Just one of the 15 Honda models tha make other campus transportation strictly for the birds.

See the Honda representative on your campus or write American Honda Motor Co., Inc., Department CI, 104 West Alondra Boulevard, Gardena, California 90247.
**Scholarships Awarded To Architecture Pupils**

Four students at Pennsylvania colleges of architecture are recipients of scholarships awarded them for the 1965-66 academic year by The American Institute of Architects.

Two students at the department of architecture of the University of Pennsylvania's graduate school of fine arts are among the winners. They are A. William Berg, Jr., of 4430 N., 15th St., Philadelphia, and Roger Wells of Nutswamp Rd., Middletown, N.J.

Berg received a $600 Waid Scholarship and a $300 Blumcraft of Pittsburgh Scholarship. The Waid grant comes from the Waid Education Fund established by Dan Everett Waid and administered by the American Institute of Architects. The Blumcraft award comes from a $3,000 annual scholarship fund established by the designers and manufacturers of railing and grilles systems and administered by the American Institute of Architects Foundation.

Wells was the recipient of a $700 Waid Scholarship and a $500 Ruberoid Scholarship, the latter one of 20 given annually by the Ruberoid Company through the AIA Foundation.

Presentations of these scholarships were arranged by the Institute’s Philadelphia Chapter, president of which is Philadelphia architect Vincent G. Kling FADA.

---

**BUB Presents a “DISCOTHEQUE”**

Following the Spectacular,

Tonight, Oct. 1, From 11—1 a.m.

The Entire University is Invited.

$.25 Donation BUB Lounge

We’ve got the finest, wildest, most extraordinary collection of men’s and women’s IN sweaters in Philadelphia:

- Sweaters to hunch over your third cup of luckwarm coffee on Monday morning and wonder what it all means in.
- Warm, womblike sweaters to stay up all night and write your history paper in.
- Sweaters to wine in. Dine in. Visit the Main Line in.
- Sweaters to tell dirty stories in. To impress your parents in.
- Sweaters to frug in. Jerk in. Go to work in.
- Stable sweaters. Both kinds: To be stable in, and to wear at the stables.
- Camp sweaters. (No, just to camp in.)
- Participant sweaters. Spectator sweaters.

Even a limited supply of sweaters to just stand around and sweat in.

See what we mean?

Naturally, we’re just standing around down here at 321 North Broad (One street north of Vine and across from the Philadelphia Hotel), from ten to six, smiling smugly at our IN sweater collection and waiting for the first jet setter to batter down the door.

Meanwhile, you’ll do.

---

**FARAH SLACKS, WALK SHORTS, JEANS with FaraPress**

Farah Slacks’ neat good looks are permanently pressed in... another reason why they get more appreciative looks. And they wear longer.
What comes after winning the cup? Lifting it, natürlich.

When German-American soccer players and their friends have a big victory to celebrate, they don't stand around like this for very long. Now that they've stopped kicking the ball, they're ready to have one.

There'll be a certain amount of spielen und singen und tanzen, with perhaps a little trinken. And that's where another winner comes into the picture. Those steins they're lifting are full of Rheingold Extra Dry, the beer that New Yorkers celebrate with more than any other.

It's a fact that in New York City, where you can work up a thirst with bocce, tennis, jai alai, baseball, and other games from all over the world, Rheingold scores consistently with the sporting crowd and every other crowd as well.

Why is that? We don't know. But we must be doing something right. Eins, zwei, drei, g'suffa! Rheingold
Presented as a student service by the ACTION PARTY of Men's Student Government. Conrad Eberstein, Houston Hall Information Desk.
Get the bug in Europe.

Pick up your Volkswagen in Europe and save a bundle on import costs and European travel expenses. MOORE MOTORS INC. handles everything: purchase, delivery, insurance, licensing, the works. Just tell us where you want it delivered: France, Italy, Great Britain, Ireland, Germany, Denmark, Belgium, Switzerland or the Netherlands. Also local deliveries before the end of the spring term.

MOORE MOTORS - INC.
4640 N. BROAD ST., PHILADELPHIA
ROBERT E. JONES
Overseas Sales Manager - GL 5-3700
Authorized Volkswagen Dealer

DEPARTMENT OF STATE
FOREIGN SERVICE
Careers

John S. Brims, Foreign Service Officer will be on Campus October 4 to Discuss Career Opportunities

A film, "The Unending Struggle," depicting the work of the Service, will be shown Oct. 4, at half hour intervals, from 3 to 5 p.m., in the West Lounge of Houston Hall.

You can date for less in Lee Leens.

(With the authority of the Leen-look, you can convince her that going out... is out.)

Put yourself on speaking terms with the world

Read The New York Times

Have The Times delivered every morning at low college rates.
For service, get in touch with:

George Kerrel
Student Newspaper Agency
Room 201 C Logan Hall

Lee Leens
H.D. Lee Company, Inc., Kansas City 41, Mo.

Slide into a pair of Lee Leens.
Take along your banjo.
You'll have a captive audience when she sees you in those low-riding, hip-hugging Leens. (They really do something for your shoulders.) Those arrow-narrow legs give you dash she never suspected, and those git-along pockets show you're a stickler for detail. Great way to date; no pain in the wallet. But, you need the authority of Lee Leens to get away with it.
Shown. Lee Leens in Lastic Stretch Denim, a blend of 75% cotton and 25% nylon. Sanforized. In Wheat, Faded Blue, Loden and Blue Denim. $6.98. Other Leens from $4.98 to $6.98.
D.P. Swamis At It Again

With the first Ivy League games being played this week-end, the super-brains of the D.P. sports staff are prognosticating again. No doubt, their picks will be as accurate as usual. The real fun starts next week, when all hat schedules get into swing.

Classified Ads

APARTMENT, VICINITY OF 30TH AND PENN., 3 rooms with bath, electric, refrigerator, heat and electric. Special rates for furnished. $50 weekly. 2525

FOR SALE 1963 DODGE DART, EXCELLENT CONDITION. $1500 O.B.O. 921-8760

FOUR ROOMS, ROOM FOR LEASE IN APARTMENT, 906 Locust St., Phila. 906.

FEMALE GRADUATE STUDENT WANTS ROOMMATE, furnished. 845 Locust St., Phila. 235.

FOUR FEMALE ROOMMATES WANTS ROOMS. Two rooms with bath. 845 Locust St., Phila. 235.

FOUR FEMALE ANTONIO STUDENTS sharing furnished 3 room apartment in apt. while in Phila. on work quarter. Kl 1-.

CLASSIFIED: FOR SALE 1965 DODGE DART, EXCELLENT CONDITION. 4000 O.B.O. Call EV 6-9857.

FOURTH ROOMMATE SOUTHSIDE FOR APARTMENT. VICINITY OF 44TH AND WALNUT. PHILADELPHIA.

Liza anteater desires-lizard

PAINED BY TWAIN? IT'S EASIER WITH CLIFFS NOTES

HIGGINS and "DACRON" make the Campus scene!

HIGGINS slacks of 35% Dacron polyester, 65% worsted wool (as shown) make a winning combination on any campus! Great Higgins styling. Plus the built-in neatness of "Dacron." Other top favorites are made of 70% Dacron acrylic, 30% worsted wool, as well as special blends of "Dacron" and "Silk." Tailored in traditional Yaka and Trim-Fit plain front models. At your favorite stores everywhere.

FOOTBALL

Against Lehigh the offensive line played a comparatively good game especially in view of the fact that Penn scored three times. The line performed several plays to perfection. One of these was the play which sprung Bruce Molloy for his 65-yard touchdown run. On various other plays with perfection, but there is a good chance that as the season progresses these imperfections will be worked out. With this accomplished the backfield and ends should be able to demonstrate its progress to an even greater degree.

Coach Gamble, therefore, has trained his offensive line to the point whereby they should be able to adapt from the single-wing to the "T" formation.

HUCKLEBERRY FINN and Tom Sawyer are easier when you use Cliff's Notes for your guide. Cliff's Notes expertly summarize and explain the plot and characters of more than 125 popular novels — including Shakespeare's works — improve your grades. Call on Cliff's Notes for help in any literature course.

125 Titles in all — among them these favorites:
- Hamlet
- Mark Twain
- Alice in Wonderland
- To Kill a Mockingbird
- Little Women
- The Cat in the Hat
- The Great Gatsby
- The Catcher in the Rye
- The Grapes of Wrath

$1 at your bookdealer or write: Cliff's Notes

CLIFF'S NOTES INC. Arcadia Station, Lincoln, Neb. 68501
By STEVE PERWIT

Harry Gamble, whose ability, enthusiasm, and compatibility enabled him to be kept on Penn's football coaching staff, is in charge of the Quaker offensive line.

Coach Gamble is, indeed the perfect man to fill into Bob O'dell's "new regime" at Penn, according to his assistants. All positions and formations are well suited to a platoon whose glories very often go unmentioned. He teaches his linemen to strive for perfection and to let them know that they are the ones, who "clear the path" for backs and ends to make the headlines, be their gratification.

Speed is the Key

Despite the fact, that the weight of a team's line is often referred to, Gamble is not nearly as concerned in his choice of a lineman with the size of his prospects as he is with their speed, agility, and most of all their determination. In addition, he feels, "in today's '100' yard game of chess' a keen analytical mind is essential to an offensive lineman."

When Coach Gamble trains his grindsmen, therefore, he strivest for supreme accuracy in the four or five maneuvers which an offensive lineman is called upon to make. These blocks are practiced until they are performed as instinctively as walking.

At the beginning of the season all of his linemen had to begin playing differently than the single wing of the previous year which had required them to play. They were now called upon to do far more man-to-man blocking and

Gamble Coaches Penn Offensive Front Line

Soccer Men Meet Ivy Co-Champs, Take On Brown In League Debut

By LARRY KROIN

Ivy League soccer returns to Stewart Field once again this weekend, as the Quakers host Brown in the conference opener for both squads.

The contest, scheduled for 10:30 a.m., should present a challenge for the Red and Blue. Brown finished 7-2-2 overall last season and by posting a 4-1-1 Ivy League mark gained a share of the Ivy crown as Dartmouth finished with identical credentials. The Bruins have now reached as league co-champs for two years in succession.

Brown's only loss in 1964 was a 2-1 setback at the hands of the co-champion Indians. The Bruins withstood Penn 2-0 last October 3, and later in the season unleashed a 14 goal barrage on Rhode Island.

Lose Two All-Stars

Although weakened by the graduations of All-American Bob Grodahl and Jerry Schofield, the Quakers nevertheless are among the favorites. Bob Depp, in his second season as head coach, has led his team to the Ivy League championship last season's contest. Mayock faces the problems of installing a new offense as well as evaluating the players.

At left and right halfback spots will be Joe Togba and Walt Korzenowski, both of whom were kept busy last year by the Temple defense.

Murray to Command 150 From New Wing-T Offense

Time is the key factor as new head coach Mike Mayock prepares the lightweight football team for its opener next Friday against perennial power Navy. With only three weeks to train, Mayock faces the problem of installing a new offense as well as evaluating the players.

As of now, few of the starting positions have been settled. The coach is faced with the choice of two platoon plans.

Sophomore Flight

Fullback Win Walp saw action for the full 88 minutes Saturday and was a key to the Quakers' defensive kickoff to get the Quakers out of trouble. Roger Legroset, at wing, played most of the game and scored in the fourth period. Center-forward Charlie Dewey, too, was outstanding in most of the contest and helped set up Bob Desa's three scores.

When the Penn field was held on Hill Field before a small crowd. Today's excellent field work and skillful play in the stricking circle, scoring one goal and assisting on another, brought her squad back from 1-0 and 2-2 to a 3-2 lead with two minutes remaining in the game. The first half of the contest was Penn-dominated, with the Quakers controlling the ball on their side of the field for 709, of the time. Defensive, Penn was solid, but the inside forwards (left inner, center forward, right inner), muffed countless opportunities to score. About fifteen minutes into the

Soccer Press Bridge

Almost fifteen minutes into the first half, right inner Phyllis Rubin pushed the ball across the line for the first of the season. Goal head coach and All-Ivy center Mike Mayock pre-

Sophomore Football Today: Sexes Duel at WRH Field

The season's first male-female game takes place at 3:00 this afternoon when an over-confident man sex meets the women's team of 65 on the women's residence floor.

The game will be played in the traditional Wing-T style with the women tagging the men and the men running through out of the back pockets of the women. The coaches with the assistance of a substitute assistant will referee the game. The referees will enforce the "pecking regulations." Today's game will have the additional rule that "players must always have two feet on the ground."

According to one sophomore spokesman the women challenged the men because they felt "they were not meeting enough eligible sophomore men." The game regulations permit that very situation, in the hopes that a large number of the all-star class will see action.

Today's war between the sexes will be followed by refreshments, a mixer and women's basketball. The football contest is expected to arouse considerable excitement, the sophomores women is hoping that this afternoon's meeting will be primarily a "spectator sport."